The emerging role of forces in axonal elongation
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Abstract

An understanding of how axons elongate is needed to develop rational strategies to treat neurological diseases and nerve injury. Growth cone-mediated neuronal elongation is currently viewed as occurring through cytoskeletal dynamics involving the polymerization of actin and tubulin subunits at the tip of the axon. However, recent work suggests that axons and growth cones also generate forces (through cytoskeletal dynamics, kinesin, dynein, and myosin), forces induce axonal elongation, and axons lengthen by stretching. This review highlights results from various model systems (Drosophila, Aplysia, Xenopus, chicken, mouse, rat, and PC12 cells), supporting a role for forces, bulk microtubule movements, and intercalated mass addition in the process of axonal elongation. We think that a satisfying answer to the question, “How do axons grow?” will come by integrating the best aspects of biophysics, genetics, and cell biology.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction: how do axons grow?

Despite a century of investigation since the pioneering work of Ramón y Cajal, a satisfying answer to the question “How do axons grow?” still eludes us. This question is interesting for at least two reasons: Firstly, understanding the mechanism of axonal elongation is essential for acquiring a better picture of what happens during the development of the nervous system (Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009). Secondly and perhaps more practically, if we have a better understanding of how axons grow, we can devise rational strategies to overcome intrinsic limitations to regrowth and to accelerate regeneration following injury and disease (Chen et al., 2007). Enormous gains have recently been made in our understanding of the cell biology of axonal growth: force generation by molecular motors and microtubule dynamics have emerged as crucial processes for both axonal guidance and lengthening (Conde and Caceres, 2009; Vallee et al., 2009). Yet most studies to date have used relatively simple read-outs, such as measuring changes in the rates of axonal elongation, rather than characterizing and quantifying the underlying behavior of individual axonal and growth cone components. Thus, in order to achieve a better understanding of the mechanisms of axonal elongation, quantitative biophysical and imaging methods are needed to analyze the relationship between (1) forces acting on neurons, (2) the bulk movement of cytoskeletal elements/organelles in response to forces, and (3) cytoskeletal assembly/disassembly dynamics inside living neurons. In this review, we discuss the underlying cytoskeletal mechanisms of tension-induced axonal elongation. In the first part, we highlight recent key studies providing evidence for the role of tension in driving axonal elongation. This has been an understudied problem, but we think it is very important because it offers new insights into the process of axonal elongation. We then follow with a discussion of how forces could affect microtubule polymerization/translocation dynamics during axonal elongation and growth cone advance. Lastly, we discuss potential mechanisms of how forces could translate into changes of cellular physiology and signaling as well as the question whether a universal mechanism of axonal elongation exists across different species.

2. Forces and axonal elongation

2.1. Forces cause axons to grow

It is utterly remarkable that neurons can grow to the length of 30 m in blue whales and more than 1 m in humans (Smith, 2009), perhaps even more so when considering that most of this growth happens after synapse formation and is driven by the increase in body size of the animal. This mechanism of elongation has long been recognized: Harrison (1935) called it “passive stretching” and Weiss (1941) called it “towed growth”. Stretch growth of axons likely begins during embryogenesis. As the animal’s body grows, the distances between neuronal cell bodies and synapses steadily increase, thereby exerting tensile forces on the axons. In a series of innovative in vitro studies, the growth cones of cultured chick sensory axons were attached to glass needles to examine their response to forces (Bray, 1984; Lamoureux et al., 1989). Axons could be stretched up to 100 μm over a few hours without apparent thinning or disruption of the cytoskeleton. More recent studies have confirmed that externally applied forces potently induce axonal elongation. In the context of this problem the work from Smith’s group is particularly interesting. In an effort to design strategies for improved axonal regeneration following injury, they developed a specialized chamber system in which neurons are cultured on two initially contiguous platforms that are pulled apart by a stepper motor (Pfister et al., 2006, 2004). The axons of neurons plated onto these platforms can be elongated to lengths of 10 cm at a sustained rate of 8 mm/d (330 μm/h). This is approximately ten times faster than typical growth-cone mediated axonal outgrowth rates (see Table 1.1 in Gordon-Weeks, 2000) and can be continued for many days. Furthermore, these neurons tend to increase in diameter (Pfister et al., 2004) and are functionally normal in their electrophysiology (Pfister et al., 2006). In a separate study, the effect of leg lengthening on axonal stretching was examined in vivo (Abe et al., 2004). As an indirect way to determine if axons stretch, the distance between nodes of Ranvier was measured as an assay. In myelinated axons in the peripheral nervous system, Schwann cells are wrapped tightly around axons. Stretching of the underlying axon causes lengthening of the Schwann cells and the internodal distance. Using orthopedic leg-lengthening procedures in adult rats, it was found that applied forces could double inter-nodal distances without significant axonal thinning. An important aspect of all the studies discussed above is that forces were applied at low levels over long time periods: hours to days. Notably, acute stretching resulting in high tension, as it occurs clinically when large nerve gaps are directly joined, impairs axonal regeneration (Sunderland et al., 2004; Yi and Dahlin, 2010). Together these results indicate that forces, when carefully controlled, are powerful stimulators of axonal elongation.

2.2. Neurons generate forces

With the advent of nanotechnology and sophisticated software to track microscopically movements, there has been a surge of interest in neuronal biomechanics. Several recent reviews focused on the biophysical properties of neurons. Ayali (2010) discusses the role of forces in neuronal morphology, network formation, and the effects of substrate stiffness. Franze et al. (2009) have written an excellent book chapter covering the foundations of rheology, measurement techniques, and the viscoelastic properties of neurons and the brain. Bueno and Shah (2008) discuss the effects of tensile loading on neurons and the nervous system. Lastly, Franze and Guck (2010) recently published a comprehensive review on the biophysics of neuronal growth and the susceptibility of neurons to physical cues. In brief, the methods used to study the physical properties of neurons have innovatively utilized nanowires (Hallstrom et al., 2010), force calibrated glass needles (Bernal et al., 2007), microfabricated silicon-based micromechanical force sensors (Siechen et al., 2009), optical stretchers (Lu et al., 2006), stretchable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates (Ahmed et al., 2010), and polycrystalline gel-based compliant substrates (Chan and Odde, 2008). Using these approaches the significant findings have been that (1) tension generation by growth cones is higher on softer (i.e. <~1 kPa) substrates (Chan and Odde, 2008), (2) glial cells provide a soft substrate that may facilitate axonal elongation (Lu et al., 2006), (3) active force generation in neurons causes them to shorten when slackened (Ahmed et al., 2010; Bernal et al., 2007), and (4) the rest tension of axons both in vivo and in vitro is in the...
range of 1–10 nN (Hallstrom et al., 2010; Rajagopalan et al., 2010; Siechen et al., 2009). We think there is great promise in the application of these approaches to longstanding problems in the field of molecular cell biology, not only of neurons but cells in general. Specifically, these techniques will provide qualitative and quantitative information about the relationships between forces, molecular motors, cytoskeletal dynamics, signaling pathways, substrate adhesion and stiffness contributing to axonal elongation.

2.3. Cytoskeletal assembly is integral to axonal elongation

Most diagrams of axonal elongation are, in essence, models of microtubule and actin dynamics occurring in the growth cone as it grows in response to extracellular cues (Conde and Caceres, 2009; Dent and Gertler, 2003; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009). The actin cytoskeleton in the peripheral (P) domain and transition (T) zone of the growth cone is highly dynamic and is constantly turning over, while the less well-characterized F-actin structures in the central (C) domain appear to be more stable (Fig. 1). Actin filaments are assembled at the filopodial tips and at the leading edge of the intervening lamellipodial veils, retrogradely transported by a process referred to as retrograde flow and then recycled and disassembled in the T zone (Forscher and Smith, 1988; Lin and Forscher, 1995; Schaefer et al., 2002). The majority of the retrograde actin flow is powered by myosin II in the T zone, while actin assembly push against the plasma membrane appears to contribute to flow as well (Lin et al., 1996; Medeiros et al., 2006). While this process results in a relatively simple and regular turnover of the actin cytoskeleton in growth cones, the dynamics of microtubules is much more complex, particularly in the growth cone P domain (Fig. 1) (Dent and Kalil, 2001; Schaefer et al., 2002; Suter et al., 2004; Tanaka and Kirschner, 1991). Early studies using pharmacological inhibitors of microtubule dynamics demonstrated that microtubule assembly is critical for axonal elongation (Bamburg et al., 1986; Letourneau and Ressler, 1984), but gave the impression that microtubule polymerization in the growth cone is a mechanism of axonal elongation as discussed by Mitchison and Kirschner (1988) over 20 years ago. Taken together, most current models of axonal elongation suggest that dynamic exploratory microtubules (Conde and Caceres, 2009; Sabry et al., 1991; Tanaka and Kirschner, 1991) are important for axonal guidance, and that microtubule assembly in the growth cone (as the end result of slow axonal transport) is critical for axonal lengthening (Conde and Caceres, 2009; Dent and Gertler, 2003; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009) (Fig. 2a).

2.4. Slow axonal transport and axonal elongation

Historically, slow axonal transport and axonal elongation are conceptually linked (Reinsch et al., 1991). Both occur at about the
same rate (~1 mm/d), and it is intuitive that an axon can only elongate at the rate of its most slowly transported essential components (e.g. tubulin). A series of recent experiments now suggests that the addition of new cytoskeletal mass to the axon involves the transport of individual microtubule polymers as well as the transport of soluble tubulin subunits. In brief, it is agreed that close to the cell body the axonal framework is stationary relative to the substrate, whereas microtubule-based motors such as kinesin transport either soluble cytoskeletal elements or polymers (Baas et al., 2006; Jung and Brown, 2009; Kuznetsov et al., 2010; Miller and Joshi, 1996; Roy et al., 2008; Terada et al., 2010, 2000) to generate slow axonal transport (Miller and Heidemann, 2008). Nonetheless, there is a paradox as to how axons can elongate at a rate faster than slow axonal transport. In particular, Pfister et al. have reported rates of elongation at fast as 8 mm/d for stretch grown neurons, whereas the commonly cited rate for slow tubulin transport is 0.3–3 mm/d (Brown, 2000). One possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy is that local protein synthesis in the axon supplies the extra protein (Hengst et al., 2009; Jung and Holt, 2011; Lin and Holt, 2008; Roche et al., 2009). Along these lines, one could envision a mechanotransduction pathway that is activated by axonal stretching and increases protein synthesis both in the cell body and along the axon similarly to stretch-activated protein translation in muscle cells (Kijima

Fig. 2. Two Models of Axonal Elongation.
(a) The Standard Protrusion, Engorgement, and Consolidation Model. The actin cytoskeleton protrudes forward through polymerization at the leading edge of the cell. Forces generated at the interface of the C and P domains clear a corridor for the assembly of microtubules. Engorgement occurs as microtubule polymerization and the delivery of organelles by fast transport adds new material at the tip of the C domain. Consolidation occurs as microtubules in the neck of the growth cone are bundled and actin filaments are disassembled. (b) The Stretch and Intercalated Growth Model. Protrusion occurs by assembly as in the previous model, but Engorgement differs in that forces generated in the growth cone pull the C domain and the rest of the axon forward and stretch the axon. Consolidation occurs as pulling forces bundle the microtubules and new mass is added along the length of the axon in an intercalated fashion to prevent thinning (green arrows). In this model, the growth cone is not assembled at the leading edge and disassembled at the neck; instead the entire growth cone advances as a coherent unit. Time progresses from top to bottom. Panel B is used with permission from Lamoureux et al., “Growth and Elongation Within and Along the Axon” Developmental Neurobiology, Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Copyright 2009 Wiley.
et al., 1996). A second possibility envisions a mechanism whereby stretching itself increases the rate of slow axonal transport. A mathematical analysis of Pfister’s work (Pfister et al., 2004) suggests that almost half of the total axonal tubulin is being transported by stretching when the axons are elongating rapidly (O’Toole and Miller, 2011). This raises the possibility that the rate of slow axonal transport is not fixed, but varies with the rate of axonal elongation.

2.5. Forces generated at the growth cone cause axons to stretch

Challenges in studying bulk microtubule movements in axons quantitatively are that microtubules are difficult to mark (typically requiring microinjection of fluorescently labeled tubulin), the axons tend to stop growing under the intense imaging conditions needed to see the marks, and the marks disappear in less than an hour because of dynamic instability. To study bulk movement in chick sensory neurons, Miller and colleagues monitored the movement of docked mitochondria, axonal branch points, and beads bound to the axons (Lamoureux et al., 2010a; Miller and Sheetz, 2006; O’Toole et al., 2008a). As was previously reported, the marks close to the cell body were stationary (Hirokawa et al., 1997). In contrast, the marks close to the growth cone advanced. Because the distance between marks increased over time, the data suggested that the slow movement was a result of stretching of the axonal framework caused by tension generated by the growth cone (Fig. 2b). To better understand this problem a mathematical model was developed that incorporates force generation at the growth cone, the viscoelastic properties of the axon, and adhesions between the axon and substrate (O’Toole et al., 2008a). Using force-calibrated needles to apply and measure forces at the growth cone, coherent low velocity axonal transport was identified that decreased away from the growth cone. Additional studies by Shah’s group, performed with rat dorsal root ganglion neurons stretched on silicone sheets, revealed that globally the axon behaves as a viscoelastic continuum. Below a characteristic length, though, it appears to behave as a series of independent linked elements that may be microtubules, actin filaments, or neurofilaments (Chetta et al., 2010). To determine if mass addition is coupled to stretching, the addition of new mitochondria to Drosophila axons was examined in vivo and changes in axonal diameter during stretching were analyzed in vitro (Lamoureux et al., 2010a; O’Toole et al., 2008b). In both cases, clear evidence suggests that new material is added along the lengths of axons (Fig. 2b). Nonetheless, this only sharpens the question of how new microtubules are added to growing axons.

3. Forces generation by growth cones

3.1. The role of actin and microtubules in advancing growth cones

The early work by Paul Letourneau has clearly shown that both “push” by microtubules and “pull” by actomyosin in the neuronal growth cone play a role in axonal elongation (Letourneau et al., 1987). A number of follow up studies using several neuronal systems have shown that actin-microtubule interactions are essential for axonal elongation, pathfinding, and branching (Buck and Zheng, 2002; Challacombe et al., 1996; Dent and Kalil, 2001; Geraldo and Gordon-Weeks, 2009; Lee and Suter, 2008; Schaefner et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2002). Significant insights into the organization, dynamics, and interaction of these two cytoskeletal structures have emerged from studies conducted on Aplysia growth cones, which are 5–10x larger than growth cones from other frequently used model systems. Their large size, well-organized cytoplasmic regions, and relative slow movement rate on poly-lysine substrates allow a detailed quantitative analysis of both actin and microtubule dynamics at high spatiotemporal resolution using fluorescent speckle microscopy (FSM) (Schaefner et al., 2002; Waterman-Storer et al., 1998). Actin and microtubule FSM revealed that microtubules use filopodial actin bundles as polymerization guides. Yet at the same time, they are swept back through the growth cone wall (Burnette et al., 2007; Schaefner et al., 2002) (Fig. 3a). These two mechanisms result in a relatively low density of highly dynamic and oriented, co-linear with actin bundles, microtubules in the growth cone periphery (Fig. 1b). This observation raises interesting questions: 1. What is the purpose of retrograde actin flow and dynamic microtubules for directional growth cone movement? 2. How does the growth cone build up pulling force in substrate-mediated growth?

3.2. Retrograde flow of actin is linked with force generation in the growth cone

There are at least two possibilities for how myosin-driven actin flow can support guided growth cone advance. One role could be a delivery mechanism for signals generated upon guidance cue detection by filopodial tips or at the leading edge. The highly oriented actin flow would provide an effective directional transport system for signaling molecules to the microtubules in the C domain in order to guide the microtubules to the site of cue detection. While this is an interesting hypothesis, there is no experimental evidence to support it so far. On the other hand, a biophysical role of actin flow for growth cone translocation is well established. When growth cones (or other motile cells) form weak interactions between substrate molecules (e.g. cell adhesion proteins and extracellular matrix proteins), the actomyosin machinery runs in idle state, resulting in slow forward movement, high retrograde flow rate and no tension build up at adhesion sites (Fig. 3a). On the other hand, when adhesion receptors strongly couple extracellular substrates to the moving actin cytoskeleton, growth cones use actomyosin-mediated force for pulling themselves forward (Fig. 3b–d). This is the basis of the substrate–cytoskeletal model, originally postulated by Mitchison and Kirschner over 20 years ago as a mechanism for substrate-mediated growth cone movements (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1988; Suter and Forscher, 1998; Suter and Forscher, 2000) and cell migration in general (Hu and Chien, 2007; Jurado et al., 2005). Strong support for substrate–cytoskeletal coupling and force transduction at adhesion sites in growth cones came from studies that used substrate-coated microbeads which were physically restrained on the surface of Aplysia growth cones with a micropipette to prevent their retrograde movement (Suter et al., 1998). In this so-called “restrained bead interaction” assay, beads coated with apCAM, the Aplysia homolog of NCAM, induced cytoskeletal rearrangements typical of growth cone responses to cellular substrates. These include actin accumulation at the contact site, attenuation of actin flow specifically along the interaction axis, accompanied with tension build up, and microtubule extension to the bead site (Suter et al., 1998). The deflection of the micropipette towards the C domain indicates that the growth cone pulls on the substrate (Fig. 3d). This tension is dissipated quickly upon bead release (Lee and Suter, 2008). Additional forward pulling of the restrained bead results in an increased rate of growth cone advance and anterograde movement of organelles in concert with the bead suggesting a tight coupling between apCAM, actin, and microtubules in the growth cone (Daniel Suter and Paul Forscher, unpublished observation). The coupling between apCAM and the actin cytoskeleton is regulated by the tyrosine kinase Src, which in turn is regulated by tension and microtubule dynamics (Suter and Forscher, 2001; Suter et al., 2004). All major adhesion receptor families use the substrate-
coupling mechanism to transduce myosin-driven actin flow into forward growth cone movement. In addition to the immunoglobulin superfamily molecule apCAM (Suter et al., 1998), N-cadherin and integrins have also been demonstrated to mediate coupling between extracellular substrates and intracellular cytoskeleton to control growth cone motility (Bard et al., 2008; Chan and Odde, 2008).

### 3.3. Actin-microtubule interactions in the growth cone

Two interesting questions refer to the microtubule extension during attractive growth cone steering events: (1) By which mechanisms do microtubules extend to the adhesion site during contact-mediated growth and (2) how could microtubules regulate substrate–cytoskeletal coupling? Two recent studies combining...
the restrained bead interaction assay with actin/microtubule FSM showed that coordinated actin-microtubule interactions are the main regulators of microtubule rearrangements during adhesion-evoked growth (Lee and Suter, 2008; Schaefer et al., 2008). These studies have shown that actin arcs in the T zone, as well as C domain actin structures, undergo forward translocation together with microtubules, resulting in focusing the C domain towards the adhesion site (Fig. 3c). These actin and microtubule structures appear to be highly coupled and pulled forward towards the bead during the “traction” phase of restrained bead interactions (Lee and Suter, 2008; Schaefer et al., 2008) (Fig. 3d). The bulk of P domain microtubules in the bead interaction corridor extend into the actin-free zone due to the forward shift of the actin recyle zone. These microtubule movements occur during the late “traction” phase of adhesive interactions when coupling and tension are already high, supporting the stretch-mediated growth model (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, Rho/Rho kinase/myosin II-mediated actin arc contractility regulates the microtubule forward movement during adhesion-evoked neurite outgrowth (Schaefer et al., 2008), as well as the microtubule bundling during the consolidation phase when the C domain transforms into the axon (Burnette et al., 2008) (Fig. 3d). How could microtubules regulate signaling between adhesion receptors and the actin cytoskeleton during the earlier “latency” phase? Indeed, early microtubules preferentially explore the adhesion site before actin flow attenuation occurs (Lee and Suter, 2008) (Fig. 3b). Quantitative analysis of microtubule dynamics revealed that these early microtubules spend less time in retrograde actin flow coupling and depolymerization. Thus, a partial uncoupling of these highly dynamic microtubules in the P domain as well as stabilization results in higher microtubule presence at the adhesion site (Fig. 3b). These early microtubules could deliver signaling molecules to strengthen the coupling, for example Src itself or an activator for Src. In agreement with this idea, a recent study showed that microtubules mediate redistribution of endoplasmic reticulum-bound tyrosine phosphatase PTB1B (a Src activator) to cell-cell contacts in hippocampal neurons (Fuentes and Arregui, 2009). In summary, these findings indicate that dynamic microtubules are required for adhesion- and tension-mediated axonal elongation. Indeed, application of low doses of microtubule drugs, that dampen dynamic instability, compromise the ability of neurons to elongate axons in response to applied tension (Suter et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 1993).

While it is well accepted that forces modulate microtubule assembly in non-neuronal cells (Kaverina et al., 2002), especially during mitosis (Dumont and Mitchison, 2009), we are just beginning to understand the links between forces, microtubule dynamics, and axonal elongation. Recent work using fluorescently labeled microtubule plus-end tracking (+TIP) proteins (Alkhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008) allows full visualization of the pattern of microtubule assembly in neurons (Ma et al., 2004; Morrison et al., 2002; Rolls et al., 2007). While these studies show microtubule polymerization occurs at an elevated level over the last 50 μm of the distal axon (Kollins et al., 2009a), which confirms earlier findings (Brown et al., 1992), polymerization is by no means restricted to the growth cone. Odde’s group has thought deeply about axonal microtubules in axonal specification (Dotti et al., 1988; Seetapun and Odde, 2010). Based on modeling and experimental data, they suggest that during the process of neuronal polarization, the longest neurite becomes the axon not because microtubules have different dynamic properties at the tip of different processes, but because microtubules have more room to polymerize (Seetapun and Odde, 2010). Conceptually, this is important because it shifts the focus of neuronal growth from the growth cone to the whole axon.

Obviously, an interesting question remains which linker and motor molecules mediate actin and microtubule interactions in the various growth cone and axonal domains during adhesion-mediated growth (Figs. 2 and 3). A number of potential actin-microtubule crosslink mechanisms have been proposed in the growth cone so far, involving either 1) a single protein that binds both cytoskeletal filaments; 2) an interaction complex that involves multiple proteins; 3) a signaling mechanism between the two cytoskeletal structures, although it is difficult to envision how such mechanism alone could build up the tension observed between the P and C domain (Conde and Caceres, 2009; Geraldo and Gordon-Weeks, 2009; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009). Both microtubule-based motors (dynein, kinesin) and actin-based motors (myosin) have been implicated in axonal outgrowth and turning (Grabham et al., 2007; Myers et al., 2006; Nadar et al., 2008; Turney and Bridgman, 2005). However, most of these studies have been conducted in systems that are less suitable for high-resolution quantitative analysis of actin and microtubule dynamics and coupling compared to the Aplysia system. Thus, the combination of molecular tools for these candidate linker molecules and quantitative fluorescent speckle microscopy will be needed to ultimately understand “who is pulling whom by which motor” during growth cone advance.

3.4. Two pools of myosin?

Given the role of actomyosin in the substrate–cytoskeletal coupling, one would expect that reducing myosin II activity should decrease the rate of axonal elongation. Indeed myosin II inhibition by knockdown approaches or treatment with the myosin inhibitor blebbistatin reduced the rate of neuronal outgrowth and turning on laminin substrates (Bridgman et al., 2001; Ketschek et al., 2007; Tullio et al., 2001; Turney and Bridgman, 2005). On the other hand on poly-lysine substrate, myosin II inhibition increases the rate of axonal elongation as well as of leading edge protrusion (Ketschek et al., 2007; Kollins et al., 2009b; Lin et al., 1996; Meideiros et al., 2006; Rosner et al., 2007). Detailed analysis of different neuronal cell types and myosin II isoforms in the above mentioned studies indicate that the regulation of axonal elongation by myosin motors may involve two different (Rochlin et al., 1995) functional pools of myosin. One appears to be primarily associated with retrograde actin flow in the growth cone (Medeiros et al., 2006), corresponds with myosin IIB (Bridgman et al., 2001; Brown and Bridgman, 2003), and is not regulated by Rho/Rho kinase (Zhang et al., 2003). The second pool is enriched along the axon and the actin arcs that surround the central domain of the growth cone (Burnette et al., 2008, 2007). This pool corresponds to myosin IIA (Kubo et al., 2008), is regulated by Rho/Rho kinase, and leads to axonal retraction upon activation (Gallo, 2004; Zhang et al., 2003). Together this raises the possibility that forces generated by axonal and growth cone myosin serve different functions and are selectively regulated by guidance cues such as myelin-associated inhibitors (e.g. Nogo) (Alabed et al., 2006; Gross et al., 2007), semaphorin 3A (Brown et al., 2009; Gallo, 2006), slit, and netrin-1 (Fritz and VanBerkum, 2002; Guan et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2010). At this point, it is well agreed that myosin is important for force generation during axonal elongation. What is notably lacking is a coherent model to explain how myosin is involved in axonal elongation in different types of neurons grown on different substrates.

4. Mechanical signaling in axonal elongation

As mentioned above, application of forces to axons can induce rapid elongation without thinning of the axon (Abe et al., 2004; Lamoureux et al., 2010a; Pfister et al., 2004). This implies that neurons somehow sense when they are stretched and respond by increasing protein synthesis and transport (Hengst et al., 2009; Jung and Holt, 2011; Lin and Holt, 2008; O’Toole and Miller, 2011).
Between the force stimulus and the elongation response, mechanotransduction in neurons occurs through unknown but presumably conserved intracellular signaling pathways (Jammey and Miller, 2011; Vogel and Sheetz, 2006). The two best understood systems are mechanotransduction in vascular physiology (reviewed in Hahn and Schwartz, 2009) and force sensing during cell migration (Chen, 2008).

In migrating cells, it is well accepted that cells generate and sense forces. A key question is how forces are transduced into biochemical signaling events. Stretch-activated calcium channels leading to increased calcium concentrations during cell migration provide a possible answer (Lee et al., 1999). Other mechanisms may involve the activation of tyrosine phosphorylation (Giannone and Sheetz, 2006), specifically of Src family tyrosine kinases (Wang et al., 2005), focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (Wang et al., 2001), protein-tyrosine phosphatase Shp2 (von Wichert et al., 2003a), and receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase alpha (RPTPα) (von Wichert et al., 2003b). Stretch-induced protein unfolding of p130Cas allows Src-mediated phosphorylation, providing a well-described example for force-induced changes in protein conformation (Sawada et al., 2006). Recently discovered additional examples of force sensors include talin (del Rio et al., 2009), filamin (Byfield et al., 2009), and integrins (Friedland et al., 2009; Roca-Cusachs et al., 2009). As these proteins are broadly expressed and well conserved they are exciting candidates for molecules involved in mechanotransduction in neurons.

In neurons, traction force can be developed by growth cones in response to adhesion molecules and guidance cues such as apCAM and netrin-1 when immobilized on beads (Moore et al., 2009; Suter et al., 1998). As is seen in mechanotransduction in non-neuronal cells, both apCAM- and netrin-1-induced signaling pathways also involve Src tyrosine kinase activity (Li et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2004; Meriane et al., 2004; Suter and Forscher, 2001). Furthermore, tension-dependent tyrosine phosphorylation suggested a positive feed-back between force development and Src kinase signaling in adhesion-mediated growth (Suter and Forscher, 2001). A recent study showed that membrane stretch can activate a thermo-sensitive TRP channel and thereby enhance axonal elongation of developing sensory neurons (Shibasaki et al., 2010). Jacques-Fricke and colleagues also provide evidence that Ca\(^{2+}\) influx through mechanosensitive channels inhibits neurite outgrowth (Jacques-Fricke et al., 2006). However, the role of such Ca\(^{2+}\) influx has not been investigated in the context of forces during axonal elongation. While there is mounting evidence that mechanotransduction plays a role in axonal growth and guidance, the identities of the critical mediators are still largely unknown.

5. Is there a universal mechanism of axonal elongation?

It may be an understatement to merely say that the fields of slow axonal transport and axonal elongation have a contentious history. One plausible reason is that different types of neurons have unique mechanisms of elongation. Alternatively, there may be a highly conserved mechanism that is sensitive to position along the axon (Lim et al., 1990; Miller and Sheetz, 2006); the substrate of growth (Chang et al., 1998; O’Toole et al., 2008a), developmental stage (Jones et al., 2006; Lamoureux et al., 2010b), variation in axonal diameter (O’Toole et al., 2008a), and other factors yet undiscovered. Axonal elongation has been examined in at least a dozen types of neurons. Key systems include chicken, rat, and mouse dorsal root ganglion neurons (Chetta et al., 2010; Gallo et al., 1997; Lamoureux et al., 2010a,b; Lim et al., 1990; Okabe and Hirokawa, 1990); rat hippocampal neurons (Goslin and Banker, 1990), grasshopper neurons (Sabry et al., 1995), Drosophila neurons (Ahmed et al., 2010; Sanchez-Soriano et al., 2010); Aplysia neurons (Goldberg and Burmeister, 1986; Lee and Suter, 2008; Schaefer et al., 2008), Xenopus spinal cord neurons (Jacques-Fricke et al., 2006), and PC12 cells (Bernal et al., 2007; Keith, 1987; Lim et al., 1989). The introduction of the paper by Chang et al. (1998) illustrates that once Xenopus neurons were thought to be the only type of neuron that grew by stretching. Over the past five years, PC12 cells, chick sensory, rat sensory, and Aplysia neurons have been shown to lengthen by stretching (Bernal et al., 2007; Chetta et al., 2010; Lee and Suter, 2008; Miller and Sheetz, 2006; Schaefer et al., 2008). Consistently these newer studies confirm the older experimental findings that the axonal cytoskeleton does not move in bulk out of the cell body, but demonstrate stretching of the distal axon; especially when neurons are grown on laminin (Fig. 2b). This raises the possibility of a conserved mechanism for axonal elongation and suggests that previous conflicting reports could result from variations in experimental technique (e.g. the location of bulk transport assessment and the growth substrate). Importantly, it is clear that different neuronal cell types have unique morphologies and may respond in opposite ways to disruption of the cytoskeleton. For example, cytochalasin increases (Ruthel and Hollenbeck, 2000) or has no effect on the rate of elongation of hippocampal neurons (Bradke and Dotti, 1999), whereas it decreases the rate of elongation of sensory neurons (Jones et al., 2006; Letourneau et al., 1987). We suspect that a systematic analysis will show that the core mechanism of axonal elongation is highly conserved across neuronal subtypes and species, but that quantitative and qualitative differences exist, in particular between neurons from the central and peripheral nervous system.

6. Conclusions/perspectives

Based on innovative approaches at the intersection of biophysics and molecular cell biology, new models for the role of forces in axonal elongation are emerging. There is increasing evidence that not only microtubule assembly but also forces on microtubules play a key role in axonal elongation. A number of questions remain to be addressed: 1. Which motors are responsible for force generation in axons and growth cones? 2. Which cytoskeletal structures do these motors move and against which substrates? 3. What are the directions and magnitudes of the forces these motors produce? 4. Which linker proteins couple microtubules to actin filaments in the P and C domains? 5. Which signaling pathways regulate force generation? 6. How do microtubules regulate signaling in the growth cone?

To address these questions and distinguish between different models of axonal elongation, there is a pressing need to better visualize cytoskeletal dynamics while monitoring and applying forces and disrupting gene function. At present, the molecular tools to study axonal elongation in Xenopus, chicken, and Aplysia neurons particularly in vivo are somewhat limited, but the cell biology is exquisite. Likewise, the development of nanotechnology and mathematical modeling provide powerful tools to analyze and interpret patterns of force generation, but have rarely been coupled with the best tools for live cell imaging and genetic manipulation. Finally, while genetic model systems such as Drosophila melanogaster and C. elegans have provided deep insights into the molecular players important for axonal elongation, cell biologists and biophysicists rarely use these systems. We think that satisfying answers to the question, “How do axons grow?” can be found by integrating the best aspects of biophysics, genetics, and cell biology.
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